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Abstract: A three-dimensional two-phase lattice Boltzmann model (LBM) is implemented and
validated for qualitative study of the fundamental phenomena of liquid water transport in the porous
layer of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). In the present study, the three-dimensional
microstructures of a porous layer are numerically reconstructed by a random generation method.
The LBM simulations focus on the effects of the porous layer porosity and boundary liquid saturation
on liquid water transport in porous materials. Numerical results confirm that liquid water transport
is strongly affected by the microstructures in a porous layer, and the transport process prefers the
large pores as its main pathway. The preferential transport phenomenon is more profound with a
decreased porous layer porosity and/or boundary liquid saturation. In the transport process, the
breakup of a liquid water stream can occur under certain conditions, leading to the formation of
liquid droplets inside the porous layer. This phenomenon is related to the connecting bridge or neck
resistance dictated by the surface tension, and happens more frequently with a smaller porous layer
porosity. Results indicate that an optimized design of porous layer porosity and the combination of
various pore sizes may improve both the liquid water removal and gaseous reactant transport in the
porous layer of a PEMFC.

Keywords: lattice Boltzmann model; two-phase transport; microstructure reconstruction; porosity;
liquid saturation

1. Introduction

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is considered one of the most promising energy
conversion devices for future transportation applications, due to its high energy efficiency, high power
density, and environment-friendly operations. Figure 1a shows a schematic of a single piece of a
PEMFC, which is mainly composed of a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM), bipolar plates with
the built-in gas channels, gas diffusion layers (GDLs), and catalyst layers (CLs). The GDLs and CLs
are heterogeneous porous media, in which the chemical species diffusion, electrochemical reactions,
and migration of protons and electrons occur, as shown in Figure 1b,c. During PEMFC operations,
water is produced by the electrochemical reactions in the cathode catalyst layer (CCL). Water is needed
to fully hydrate the polymer membrane to increase its proton conductivity and thus improve the
PEMFC performance, but excessive water, particularly liquid water in the porous materials (GDLs and
CLs), can block hydrogen/oxygen transport to the reaction sites and consequently decrease the cell
performance. Therefore, water management in a PEMFC, particularly the liquid water transport and
distribution in the porous materials, play a key role in fuel cell operations [1,2].
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a single piece of a PEMFC; (b) Schematic of the microstructure and mass
transport phenomena in porous layers; (c) Schematic of transport and reaction mechanism in CL.

Over the past decades, many experimental and numerical studies have been conducted to
investigate the complex transport phenomena in the porous media of PEMFCs [3–14]. These studies,
however, focused mainly on the macro-scale transport processes. To obtain a deeper understanding
of the underlying transport mechanisms in the porous materials of a PEMFC, fundamental studies
have also been conducted to reveal the microstructures of the porous materials and further examine
their effects on the transport processes. Hizir et al. [15] used the optical profilometry and SEM to scan
the surface morphology of the CL of a PEMFC. Their studies indicated that there are surface cracks
in the CL, which could significantly affect the multi-phase liquid water transport behaviors. Based
on images from SEM, Thiele et al. [16] reconstructed a three-dimensional geometry of the cathode
catalyst layer (CCL) of a PEMFC. The pore size distribution in the CCL was revealed in detail. Due
to the great complexity of the microstructures in PEMFCs, it is difficult to directly observe liquid
water transport inside the porous materials using the present experimental techniques. Therefore, the
micro- and meso-scale numerical modeling and simulation approaches are widely used as effective
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tools to study the detailed transport processes in the porous media. For example, Wang et al. [17]
and Mukherjee et al. [18] developed a direct numerical simulation method to study the pore-scale
species transport in the cathode catalyst layer of a PEMEC. The CCL was reconstructed using a
stochastic technique.

Although good progress has been made in studying transport phenomena at the micro scale,
it is still a challenging issue in fully understanding the liquid water transport mechanisms inside
the porous materials of a PEMFC. Recently, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), which is well
established for simulating multi-phase and multi-component fluid flows [19–26], has been applied to
study liquid water transport in PEMFCs. In LBM, the density distribution functions are directly solved
by implementing the collision and streaming procedures at discrete lattices, and thus this method
can handle the gas´liquid and solid´liquid interactions automatically and accurately. Sinha et al. [27]
performed a two-phase LBM simulation to study the effects of wetting property on the liquid water
dynamic behaviors in a reconstructed carbon-paper GDL. Park et al. [28] conducted an LBM simulation
of the liquid droplet transport through a GDL made of woven carbon cloth. Hao et al. [29,30] used a
free-energy LBM to study the dynamic behaviors of liquid droplets in the gas channel and analyzed
the effects of the micro-scale porous structure on the relative permeability of a porous material.
Mukherjee et al. [31] conducted LBM simulation to examine the two-phase transport process and
liquid water flooding phenomena in the porous media of a PEMFC. Han et al. [32–34] conducted
two-dimensional two-phase LBM simulations to analyze the formation, growth, and interaction of
liquid droplets inside the GDL and gas channel. Effects of several important parameters, including
the gas flow velocity, surface contact angle, and gas channel shape, on the liquid water transport
characteristics were investigated. These early studies prove that LBM simulations are suitable for
numerical study of the micro-scale two-phase transport in the complex porous media of a PEMFC.

In this paper, a three-dimensional two-phase lattice Boltzmann method is employed to simulate
the liquid water transport dynamics in the porous layer of a PEMFC. A random method is employed
to numerically reconstruct the micro-scale structures of a porous medium. The numerical model is
validated with two test cases concerning the gas´liquid phase separation and liquid–solid surface
interaction. The numerical studies focus on the effects of the porous layer porosity and boundary
liquid saturation on liquid water transport behaviors. Results obtained herein can help to improve
fundamental understanding of the liquid water transport processes in porous materials of PEMFCs.

2. Lattice Boltzmann Model and Its Validation

2.1. Lattice Boltzmann Model

The present three-dimensional two-phase LBM simulation is based on the single relaxation
time Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook (BGK) evolution equation and Shan–Chan model [22,23]. The
Boltzmann–BGK equation, which is an approximation of the continuum Boltzmann equation, is
discretized in time, space, and velocity domains to obtain a full discrete LBM equation:

fα px` eα∆t, t` ∆tq ´ fα px, tq “
1
τ

´

f eq
α px, tq ´ fα px, tq

¯

, (1)

where f is the density distribution function, x is the space position vector, eα is the lattice velocity
vector at the αth direction, t is the time, and τ is the relaxation time that can be determined using
the fluid kinematic viscosity. Generally, there are two important steps in numerical solution of the
LBM equation, streaming and collision, which need to be implemented separately in the numerical
treatment. In the streaming step, the distribution function representing discrete particles is moved
into the neighboring lattices in a fixed velocity scheme. In the collision step, the density distribution
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function is relaxed toward its equilibrium state at a given relaxation time. In the present simulation,
the equilibrium distribution function is defined as:

f eq
α px, tq “ ωαρ

«

1`
eα¨ueq

c2
s

`
peαueqq2

2c4
s

´
pueqq2

2c2
s

ff

, (2)

where ωα is the weighting factor, ρ is the macroscopic fluid density, ueq is the macroscopic equilibrium
velocity, and cs is the lattice sound velocity. In order to determine these parameters, the D3Q19 scheme
that includes 19 discrete velocities in three space dimensions is used, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. D3Q19 scheme for three-dimensional lattice Boltzmann simulations.

The relevant parameters in Equation (2) are defined in detail in the following:

‚ The weighting factor:

ωα “

$

’

&

’

%

1{3, α “ 1
1{18, α “ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

1{36, α “ 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19
. (3)

‚ The macroscopic fluid density:

ρ “
ÿ19

α“1
fα . (4)

‚ The lattice velocity vector:

e “ c

»
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0
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1

fi

ffi

fl

, (5)

where c is defined as the ratio of the space distance between lattice nodes to the time step.
In the Shan–Chen two-phase model, extra forces are included in the equilibrium state distribution

function to handle the fluid´fluid and fluid´solid interactions. The forces are calculated as:

F “ Fint px, tq ` Fads px, tq ` Fg pxq , (6)

In Equation (6), the term Fg pxq is the gravity force or uniform steady body force, and Fint px, tq is
the inter-particle cohesive force that is introduced to account for the interaction between fluid particles.
The adsorption force Fads px, tq , which is used to account for the fluid´solid interaction, is expressed as:

Fadspx, tq “ ´Gψ pρ px, tqq
ÿ

α

ωαψ pρwq s px` eα∆t, tqeα (7)
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where G is a constant representing the interaction strength between neighboring particles, Ψ is a
density-dependent potential function, and ρw is a free parameter that can be tuned to obtain different
contact angles.

The forces in Equation (6) are implemented into LBM by changing the equilibrium velocity in
Equation (2). Therefore, the new equilibrium distribution function for the present two-phase simulation
is expressed as:

f eq1
α px, tq “ ωαρ

»

—

—

—

–

1`
eα

ˆ

u`
τF
ρ

˙

c2
s

`

ˆ

eα

ˆ

u`
τF
ρ

˙˙2

2c4
s

´

ˆ

u`
τF
ρ

˙2

2c2
s

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, (8)

where u is the microscopic velocity, which can be calculated as:

u “
1
ρ

ÿ19

α“1
fαeα. (9)

More details concerning the two-phase lattice Boltzmann model can be found in the previous
publications [22,23,32].

2.2. Model Validation

The preceding three-dimensional two-phase lattice Boltzmann model has been developed into
a computational program in our research group. Before it is used for detailed numerical studies
of liquid water transport in the porous layer of a PEMFC, two numerical test cases, concerning the
gas´liquid two-phase separation and contact angle effect on liquid droplet behaviors, were conducted
for model validations.

The first test concerns the gas´liquid two-phase separation and maintaining of a single liquid
droplet after the two-phase separation. A single liquid droplet with a specified radius was initially
placed in a gas phase domain, which was divided into 80 ˆ 80 ˆ 80 lattices at the x, y, and z directions,
respectively. The boundary condition was set to be fully periodic in the simulations. Without the
body force effect, the droplet should reach an equilibrium state with unchanged shape and size. As
shown in Figure 3a,b, the figures on the left side illustrate two spherical droplets at a radius of 10 lu
and 20 lu, respectively, at the equilibrium state. The two-dimensional views of the liquid droplets in
the y-z cross section in the middle of the x direction are shown in the figures on the right side. The
red region represents the liquid phase, and the blue one is the gas phase. It can be observed that the
interface between gas phase and liquid phase is very sharp and clear, verifying that the present model
is capable of handling the gas´liquid two-phase interaction and phase separation.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Model validations concerning two-phase separation: (a) A liquid droplet with a radius of
10 lu; (b) A liquid droplet with a radius of 20 lu.

In addition, according to Laplace’s law, the static pressure difference across a droplet interface
should be proportional to the fluid surface tension and inversely proportional to the droplet radius.
To test Laplace’s law, a series of LBM simulations with various droplet radii were performed. As
shown in Figure 4, the solid line represents the results directly calculated from Laplace’s law, and the
dots are obtained from the LBM simulations. Two cases were simulated using different numbers of
lattices, including case 1 with 80 ˆ 80 ˆ 80 lattices and case 2 with 60 ˆ 60 ˆ 60 lattices. At a relatively
large droplet radius, the simulation results from the two cases are both consistent with Laplace’s law.
However, at a small droplet radius, results from case 1 show better agreement than those from case 2,
because of the finer grid resolution. For instance, when the droplet radius is equal to 10 lu, the pressure
difference calculated in case 1 is 1.14, which is very close to the result from Laplace’s law, but the
pressure difference in case 2 is only 1.04, showing a relatively large error. Therefore, the simulation
results indicate that the present two-phase model is sufficiently accurate for numerical studies, using a
set of 80 ˆ 80 ˆ 80 lattices.

Figure 4. Model validations against Laplace’s law.

The second test was carried out to study the effect of the surface contact angle on liquid water
droplet behaviors on a solid surface. The computational domain was again divided into a total of
80 ˆ 80 ˆ 80 lattices. The periodic boundary condition was used at the x and y directions, and the
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wall bounce-back boundary condition was set for the top and bottom boundaries at the z direction.
The body force effect was neglected in the simulations. Initially, a spherical liquid droplet was placed
on the solid surface at the bottom boundary. The contact angle of the solid surface was adjusted
to represent different interaction strengths between the liquid droplet and solid surface. The LBM
simulations were performed until the droplet reached the steady state. Figure 5 clearly shows the
proper characteristics with interaction between the liquid droplet and solid surface at a contact angle
of 90˝ (Figure 5a) and 180˝ (Figure 5b), respectively. Results further verify that the present two-phase
lattice Boltzmann model can also accurately treat the liquid´solid interaction.

It should be mentioned that because of the numerical problem in treating a large density ratio in
the LBM simulations, the density ratio in the present studies is set at 10, and the dynamic viscosity is
also at 10. Therefore, the two-phase flows solved in the above tested cases and following numerical
simulations concern the liquid water transport in a dense gaseous phase. However, the previous
studies [23,25,27,31–34] and the present test results have clearly shown that the LBM simulations are
capable of capturing the fundamental physics in two-phase flows.

Figure 5. Model validations concerning liquid´solid interactions: (a) At a contact angle of θ “ 90;
(b) At a contact angle of θ “ 180.

3. Results and Discussion

After model validations, numerical studies of liquid water transport in the porous layer of a
PEMFC are conducted in this section, focusing mainly on the effects of the porous layer porosity and
boundary liquid saturation on the transport behaviors.
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3.1. Microstructure Reconstruction

Reconstruction of the microstructure of a porous layer is a prerequisite prior to conducting LBM
simulations. In the open literature [35–37], two methods were generally used to reconstruct the
microstructures of a porous material. One method is based on the three-dimensional experimental
imaging techniques, such as the scanning electron microscopy. Another method is based on the
numerical random generation, which has lower cost and higher computational efficiency compared
with the experimental method. Due to the complexity of the porous layer structures in PEMFCs,
the second method is used in the present study to reproduce the porous structures. The following
assumptions are made in the reconstruction procedure:

(a) the porous material is formed by spherical particles with various sizes;
(b) the spherical particles are randomly distributed.

Since the porous material (e.g., GDL) in a PEMFC is generally made of carbon paper with very
complex microstructures, the second assumption is reasonable, but the first assumption is only a
simplification for the present qualitative study.

Based on these assumptions, an effective numerical model, in which a random function is
introduced to account for the pore distribution characteristics, is developed to reproduce the
three-dimensional porous layer. In this reconstruction method, the porosity is an important controlling
parameter, which is defined as the ratio of the pore volume to the total volume of the porous material.

εp “
Vp

V
“ 1´

Vs prsq

V
, (10)

where Vp represents the pore volume, V is the total volume of the porous medium, and Vs prsq is the
solid phase volume that is related to the radius rs of the spherical particles.

A spherical particle can be generated using a random method to satisfy the following condition:

px´ x0q
2
` py´ y0q

2
` pz´ z0q

2
ď r2

s , (11)
$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

rs “ ris ` ran f
x0 “ xi0 ` ran f
y0 “ yi0 ` ran f
z0 “ zi0 ` ran f

, (12)

where px0, y0, z0q and rs are the center coordinates and radius of a spherical particle, which are allowed
to vary with a random function, ran f , to account for the complex characteristics of a porous medium
in a PEMFC. The solid particles are allowed to contact each other, depending on their positions and
radii. To start the reconstruction procedure, the parameters, pxi0, yi0, zi0q and ris, which represent the
initial center coordinates and an initial radius of a spherical particle, are specified.

A discriminant function is used to distinguish the fluid and solid lattice nodes. The function is
defined as:

g px, y, zq “

#

1, Solid lattice
0, Fluid lattice

. (13)

As shown in Figure 6, two porous materials with different porosities have been reconstructed. The
computational domain is set to be 80 ˆ 80 ˆ 80 lattice nodes at the x, y, and z directions, respectively.
Since the thickness of a GDL in a PEMFC is around 200 µm, a lattice unit thus represents about 2.5 µm
in the present study. Figure 6a shows a reconstructed porous medium with a porosity of 0.4, while
Figure 6b shows one with a porosity of 0.7. The difference between the two reconstructed porous
materials can be clearly observed, and the reconstruction can capture the random micro-pore structures.
It should be noted that the mean pore size in the reconstructed porous material is around 15 µm,
which is in the practical range of a PEMFC. In the computational domain, six lattices are located in
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each dimension of the pore, and it should be sufficient for obtaining reasonably accurate results in the
present qualitative study.

Figure 6. Reconstructed porous layers using a random numerical generation method: (a) Porosity: 0.4;
(b) Porosity: 0.7.

3.2. Liquid Water Transport in Reconstructed Porous Materials

Liquid water transport in the porous layer of a PEMFC is studied in this section, based on the two
reconstructed porous layers in Figure 6 and using the three-dimensional two-phase lattice Boltzmann
method described and validated in the previous sections. The effects of the porous layer porosity and
boundary liquid saturation on liquid water transport behaviors are examined.

In the present LBM simulations, three types of boundary conditions are used, including: (a) the
pressure boundary condition that is imposed on the up (inlet) and down (outlet) boundaries in the
computational domain; (b) the periodic boundary condition that is set to another four boundaries;
(c) the bounce-back boundary condition that is used to simulate the interactions between the fluid
particles and solid surfaces inside the reconstructed porous structure. In the present studies, all the
solid surfaces in the porous material are assumed to be hydrophobic with a contact angle of 160˝.
At the inlet, the liquid water distribution is randomly specified, in consistency with the boundary
liquid saturation, and a small velocity at 0.5 ˆ 10´5 ms´1 is defined for the liquid water to start the
numerical simulations.

Figure 7 illustrates the transient liquid water transport process in the reconstructed porous layer of
a PEMFC, with a porosity of 0.7, as presented in Figure 6b. In this case, the boundary liquid saturation
at the top surface, which may represent the chemical reaction sites in a PEMFC, is set to 0.19. In PEMFC
operations, liquid water is produced in the CL, penetrates through the porous CL and GDL, and moves
into the gas channel (refer to Figure 1b,c). Figure 7a shows the detailed liquid water distribution at a
time step of t = 100 ts. It can be observed that at the early stage of the transport process, when the time
step is less than 100 ts, the liquid water front moves relatively uniformly from the inlet boundary of
the reconstructed porous layer. The figure on the right side in Figure 7a shows the two-dimensional
cross-sectional views of liquid water distribution at different x positions. It can be seen that more
liquid water exists in the middle section, because in this case, there are larger pores in this region.
Liquid water transport in a porous material is mainly controlled by the capillary pressure, and thus
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prefers the large empty area as the preferential transport pathway [31]. The capillary pressure in the
porous layer can be evaluated using the following analytical expression [38]:

pc “ σcosθ
´ ε

K

¯1{2
J psq , (14)

where σ is the surface tension of liquid water, θ is the contact angle of the porous material, ε is the
porosity, K is the permeability that is related to the pore sizes, and J psq is a function that is related to
the liquid saturation s. This formulation has been widely used in the macro-scale numerical studies of
liquid water transport in the CL and GDL of a PEMFC [38].

As the time step increases to 2000 ts, liquid water penetrates deeper into the porous layer, as
shown in Figure 7b. At this instant, many separate liquid water fronts exist. The preferential transport
characteristics of liquid water in the porous layer can be clearly observed. Results on the left side
of Figure 7b clearly show that liquid water in some small pores, instead of move forward, retracts
and changes its transport pathway to the neighboring large pores. These results clearly elucidate the
effect of the microstructures on liquid water transport in a porous layer of a PEMFC. Since the large
pores serve as the main pathway for liquid water transport, the small pores are thus available for the
gaseous reactant transport. This indicates that a good combination of large and small pores in a porous
material can help gaseous species transport and consequently improve the fuel cell performance.

Figure 7. Liquid water evolution and distributions in a reconstructed porous layer with a porosity
of 0.7 and a boundary liquid saturation of 0.19. (a) At a time step of t = 100 ts; (b) At a time step of
t = 2000 ts.

Since the amount of liquid water generated by the electrochemical reactions on the cathode side
in a PEMFC varies with different cell operation conditions, it is thus important to study the effect
of the boundary liquid saturation on liquid water transport and distribution in the porous layer. As
shown in Figure 8, the boundary liquid saturation is increased to 0.31, meaning that more liquid water
is produced in this case by the electrochemical reactions. According to Equation (14), the variation of
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liquid water saturation can have a direct effect on the capillary pressure and thus may influence the
liquid water transport and distribution.

Figure 8a,b displays the evolution of liquid water in the reconstructed porous medium at two
different time steps, with a boundary liquid saturation of 0.31. Liquid water moves more uniformly
and faster in this case with a larger amount of liquid water, compared to the case with a boundary
liquid saturation at 0.19. At a time step of t = 2000 ts, separate liquid water fronts can be observed,
but it appears that the preferential transport characteristics in this case are not as profound as the
preceding case, as shown in Figure 7. An interesting physical phenomenon is also clearly observed;
during liquid water invasion, it appears that the breakup of a liquid water stream can occur under
certain conditions, leading to the formation of a liquid droplet in the porous layer. This phenomenon
is related to the connecting bridge or neck resistance dictated by the surface tension. As the feeding
pore becomes smaller or the invasion pore becomes larger, the connecting resistance will be weakened,
resulting in the detachment of a liquid droplet from the feeding stream.

Figure 8. Liquid water evolution and distributions in a reconstructed porous layer with a porosity
of 0.7 and a boundary liquid saturation of 0.31. (a) At a time step of t = 100 ts; (b) At a time step of
t = 2000 ts.

The effect of the porous layer porosity on liquid water transport and distribution was studied next.
Figure 9 shows results obtained from LBM simulations of liquid water transport in a reconstructed
porous medium with a porosity of 0.4. In this case, the boundary liquid saturation is set to be 0.19. It is
found that liquid water transport is very sensitive to the porous layer porosity. The preferential liquid
water transport characteristics are more profound in this case with a smaller porous layer porosity,
compared with the results in Figure 7. According to Equation (14), the variation of the porous layer
porosity can also have a direct effect on the capillary pressure and thus can influence the liquid water
transport and distribution. It is also observed that the detachment and formation of liquid droplets
occur earlier and more frequently in this case, as compared to results calculated with a larger porosity,
as shown in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 9. Liquid water evolution and distributions in a reconstructed porous layer with a porosity
of 0.4 and a boundary liquid saturation of 0.19. (a) At a time step of t = 100 ts; (b) At a time step of
t = 2000 ts.

Figure 10 shows liquid water evolution in the reconstructed porous layer with a porosity of 0.4,
but the boundary liquid saturation is increased to 0.31. Again, liquid water penetrates faster and
deeper in this case with more liquid water, similar to the trend shown in Figure 8. However, the
preferential liquid water transport characteristics become more profound in this case with a decreased
porous layer porosity, compared with the results in Figure 8.

Figure 10. Liquid water evolution and distributions in a reconstructed porous layer with a porosity
of 0.4 and a boundary liquid saturation of 0.31. (a) At a time step of t = 100 ts; (b) At a time step of
t = 2000 ts.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, a three-dimensional two-phase lattice Boltzmann model is implemented to
qualitatively study liquid water transport behaviors in the porous layer of a PEMFC. The model
is validated against two test cases concerning the gas´liquid separation and liquid´solid interaction.
Model validations prove that the lattice Boltzmann model is capable of accurately simulating the
two-phase transport phenomena. A random numerical generation method is used to reconstruct
the microstructures of a porous layer. The solid surfaces in the porous material are assumed to be
hydrophobic with a contact angle of 160˝. The present LBM simulations focus on the effects of the
porous layer porosity and boundary liquid saturation on liquid water transport in porous materials.

Numerical results confirm that liquid water transport is strongly affected by the microstructures
in a porous layer, and liquid water prefers the large pores as its main pathway. It is found that during
the transport process, liquid water in some small pores may retract and change its pathway to the
neighboring large pores. The preferential transport phenomenon is more profound with a decreased
porous layer porosity and/or boundary liquid saturation. In the transport process, the breakup of a
liquid water stream can occur under certain conditions, leading to the formation of liquid droplets
inside the porous layer. This phenomenon is related to the connecting bridge or neck resistance dictated
by the surface tension, and happens more frequently with a smaller porous layer porosity.

Results obtained in this paper indicate that an optimized design of porous layer porosity and the
combination of various pore sizes may improve both the liquid water removal and gaseous reactant
transport in a porous layer. The LBM simulations can help to improve the fundamental understanding
of liquid water transport phenomena in the porous materials of PEMFCs.
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